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A process which has just one jump, and whose time parameter is the positive 
quadrant [0, co] x [0, co], is considered. Following Merzbach, related stopping 
lines are introduced, and the filtration {9:,q,2) considered in this paper is such that, 
modulo completion, the u-field X:,.,, is the Bore1 field on the region 
L 11.12 = I(Sl3 SJ : 0 < SIG t, or 0 < s2 < t, t, 
together with the atom which is the complement in ~2 = [0, co]* of LI,,12. Optional 
and predictable projections of related processes are defined, together with their dual 
projections, and an integral representation for martingales is obtained. 0 1985 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of the basic process which has just one jump, and whose time 
parameter is the positive quadrant [0, co] x [0, co], was begun in [ 11, where 
associated martingales were described. Related potentials and an exponential 
formula were obtained in [2], and possible applications of two parameter 
time processes to reliability problems indicated. Recently, an Ito differen- 
tiation rule and a Girsanov result, for semimartingales associated with the 
single jump process, were given in [3]. 
In the above papers the underlying probability space Q was taken to be 
[0, co] X [0, co] itself, and the filtration considered, {.F:1,12}, was such that 
Ed, was taken to be the product of the u-fields &, and & generated on 
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the two factors of L! by the components of the jump time. Only in the final 
sections of [ 1,2], and in [3], was it assumed that the a-fields F:,,co and 
e3,t* were conditionally independent given Ri,,t,. (This is known as 
condition F4.) 
Indeed, in [2] it is shown that condition F4 holds if, and only if, the two 
components of the jump time are independent. 
In [9] Mazziotto and Szpirglas consider the single jump process in two 
parameter time, as above. However, the filtration in [9], {Xf,,12}, is the 
smallest filtration on [0, co]* such that the single jump is a stopping time. 
Modulo completion, the u-field Ft,+I, is the Bore1 field on the rectangle 
R tlrf2 = {(0 < s1 < tr) x (0 < s, < t2)} together with the atom which is the 
complement in R of RI,,12. Condition F4 is not assumed in [9]. 
In this paper the single jump process is again considered, but now with a 
filtration {R:,,tz}, where the o-field X:,,l, is the Bore1 field on the region 
L f,,f2 = {(s,, s2) : 0 < s, < t, or 0 < s2 < t21 
together with an atom which is the complement in 51 of Lt,,L2. Condition F4 
is not assumed in this paper. 
In a recent paper, [lo], Merzbach has discussed stopping lines for two 
parameter processes. These are the natural generalization of stopping times, 
and their definition is recalled in Section 2 below. For any point (zi, z2) E 0 
there are two natural stopping lines: 
(1) the boundary of the set [0, zi] x (0, z2], and 
(2) the boundary of the set [zi, co] x [z2, 001. 
In Section 3 it is shown how the two filtrations {.Yf,,t2}, {#,,I,} for the 
single jump process arise by considering one or the other of these stopping 
lines. 
The results of Sections 4 and 5 of this paper are, in a sense, dual to those 
of [9]. For the filtration {F:,,tZ} optional and predictable projections are 
defined, together with their dual projections, and an integral representation 
for martingales obtained. The definitions in one parameter time are given in 
[71. 
2. STOPPING LINES 
We shall be considering stochastic processes on a complete probability 
space (&S~,,K) whose “time” parameter is the quadrant [0, co] x [0, co] = 
[O, co]*. 
Notation 2.1. For s = (s,, s2) and t = (tl, t2) in [0, co]’ we shall write 
s < t if and only if s, < t,and s, < t, and s << t if and only if s, < t, and 
s* < t,. 
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The negation of the above relations will be denoted by k and +, so that 
s6:tifandonlyifs,>t,ors,>t,ands~tifandonlyifs,~tt,ors,~tt,. 
For s, t E [0, co]‘, if s Q t then [s, t) is the half open rectangle 
{r : s < r Q t}, 
and other rectangles are defined similarly. 
Notation 2.2. Following Merzbach [lo] we adopt the following 
notation: For any subset A of [0, co12 
HA = u [O, z>, 
ZEA 
HA = u [o,z], 
LEA 
HA’ = u (z, co]. 
SEA 
DEFINITION 2.3. A subset A of [0, cool2 is called a set of separation if A 
is closed and 
(1) HAnH,+ =$, 
(2) H,-UH,+UAU{z:O~z}C=[0,~]2. 
The first equality states that, for each z, z’ E A, with z # z’, we have neither 
z + z’, nor z’ G z. {z : 0 6 z}’ is just the axes. S will denote the collection of 
all sets of separation. 
Note that 00 = (co, co) E S. 
Below, (-), ( )“, and a will denote, respectively, the closure, interior, and 
boundary of a set. 
Again, following [lo], we state: 
DEFINITION 2.4. For subsets A, B of (0, co]’ write 
(1) A <B ifH,cH,, 
(2) A 6 B if Vz E (HA) 32’ E (HB) 
such that z < z’. 
Remarks 2.5. In [lo], Merzbach emphasizes the role of one set of 
separation associated with any point z E [O, co12, namely the set 
V(z) = {s : s < z} n {s : s 4 z}’ 
= aH,,,\{axes} 
=_az, in Merzbach’s notation. 
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However, the set of separation 
d(z) = {s : z < s} n {s : z < s}C 
= 5z, in Merzbach’s notation, 
appears to be just as natural. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Suppose that {z}, z E [0, ooo]*, is a family of sub u- 
fields of .F satisfying 
(1) ifz <z’ thenEcK,, 
(2) ST, contains all null sets of Y, 
(3) for each z,S; = nr,+ZzST;,. 
Then the family (6) is a filtration on [0, co 1”. We now give two definitions 
of a stopping line. We are indebted to Dr. G. Mazziotto and Dr. J. Szpirglas 
for clarifying and correcting our original definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.7. A STOPPING LINE ,4 is a function from R to S such 
that for each z E [0, co 1’ 
{o : cl(o) <d(z)} EK. 
A WEAK STOPPING LINE I’ is a function from R to S such that for 
each z E [0, co]’ 
{w : A’(w) < V(z)} ES7;. 
Remarks 2.8. Merzbach [lo] defines a stopping line as a function 
A : R --t S, such that for each z E [0, co 1’ 
{o : V(z) < qw)} ELq. 
Therefore, according to Merzbach’s definition 
(0 : V(z) + n(w)} = {co :/l(o) 4 d(z)} ESZ; 
and so for all E > 0 
{w :L(w) <d(z)} E*+B’ 
By the right continuity of the filtration 
{o : n(w) <d(z)} EE. 
Therefore, a stopping line according to Merzbach’s definition is a stopping 
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line according to Definition 2.7. The reverse implication is proved similarly, 
so the definitions are equivalent. 
Dr. Mazziotto and Dr. Szpirglas pointed out the following implication: 
LEMMA 2.9. If A is a stopping line then A is a weak stopping line. 
Proof: Write IZ, and n, for the projections onto the t, and t, axes, and 
for any o define 
Then clearly 
S(w) = sup n,(J(~)) 
T(w) = sup n,@(w)). 
{w : n(w) < V(z)} = {w : (S, T) < z}. 
However, if 1 is a stopping line then, in particular, S is a T,,O stopping time 
and T is a R0,t2 stopping time. Consequently, for any z = (tl , t2), 
Therefore, 1 is a weak stopping line. 
Remarks 2.10. Suppose now that T = (T,, T,) is a random point in 
(0, oo]*. Then for any filtration {Sz;}, 
{co :d(T) < V(z)} =#E& 
so d(T) is trivially always a weak stopping line. 
In the following section we discuss other stopping lines and filtrations 
associated with a stochastic process which has just one jump, which occurs 
at a two parameter “time” T E [0, co]*. 
3. THE SINGLE JUMP PROCESS 
Consider a single event that occurs at a random two parameter “time” 
T = (T, , T2) E [0, co ] *. The underlying probability space can be taken to be 
a= [O, a+. 
A probability measure 111, which decribes when the event occurs, is 
supposed given on R. In addition, we assume that 
~{(0,s,)u(s,,O):(s,,s,)Ea}=o, 
so that the event occurs on neither axis. 
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Remarks 3.1. From Remarks 2.8 and Lemma 2.9 we see that T is a 
stopping time, (i.e., {w : T(o) < z} E 5 for all z), if and only if VT is a 
weak stopping line, and that this is the case if and only if AT is a stopping 
line. Therefore, the smallest filtration, satisfying the conditions of Definition 
2.6 such that V(T) is a weak stopping line (or A(T) is a stopping line), is the 
filtration {Yz} introduced by Mazziotto and Szpirglas in [9]. That is, 
3-i = o{l(v(w) > V(T)) : w  < z}, 
so that, modulo completion, STf is the Bore1 field on the rectangle [0, z], 
together with the atom which is the complement in J2 of [O, z]. 
In this paper we introduce a larger filtration {Sri} on Q = [0, co]* 
associated with the stopping line V(T), and consider related martingales. 
Consider the process 
and write 
DEFINITION 3.2. Y will denote the completion of X0, and {.Yi} will 
denote the right continuous completion of (Y,“}. However, for simplicity, 
Fi will be written in this paper as s7;. Molulo completion, 5 is the Bore1 
field on the region L, = (z, co]‘, together with the atom (z, co]. 
Write 
so that K- is generated by the Bore1 field on the interior of L,. 
By construction, the filtration {Ss;} is increasing, complete, and right 
continuous. Therefore, the conditions of Definition 2.6 are satisfied. 
However, for any z = (zi,z& E [0, co]‘, &,,, =Sr,,,ZZ=F, so Sr; is not 
the intersection of x,,, and Fm,Z,. Consequently, condition F4 (see [2]), 
which requires that ;3;,,, and Xm,Z, are -Sr; conditionally independent, 
certainly does not hold. From the simple form of the u-fields we have the 
following results: 
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LEMMA 3.3. A process {X,}, z E [0, a~]’ is optional (resp. predictable), 
if and only if there is an RX F” measurable function H and an Y0 
measurable function h such that 
X,=H(T,z)I,~,+h(z)I,<,, 
(rev. X, = H(T, z) IzQT + h(z) I,< =). 
The distribution function is now defined as in our previous papers [ 1, 21, 
rather than as in [9]. 
DEFINITION 3.4. For z E [0, cc 1’ write 
Then F, is right continuous. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose {M,), z E [0, a~ J’ is a uniformly integrable s7;- 
martingal. Then 
M, = H(T) I(z 4 T) + F;‘I(z < T) E[H(T) I(z 6 T)] a.s. 
where H is jT measurable and lim,,, M, = H(T) a.s. and in L ‘(0). 
Proof: Consider a fixed z2 E [O, co) and the uniformly integrable one- 
parameter martingale 
Then 
M s.22 = ELH I6,Z,l~ 
for some HE L’(52,2?&J and lim,,, Ms,z2 = Hz*, both almost surely and 
in L’(Q). However, KW,zt=XW,a)=F, so EIH,;I~~,Lt]=H,;=HLZ. 
Therefore H is independent of z2 and M has the stated form. 
DEFINITION 3.6. For z = (zr , z2) E [0, co]’ write 
c1(z2) = inf{z, : FzI.z2 = Oj, 
c2(z,) = inf(z, : Fz,.z2 = O}. 
Clearly c, and cL are monotonic decreasing functions, and 
ClMZl)) 4 I15 
cz(c,(z*)) G 12. 
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Of course, ci or c1 might be identically co. If cZ(cI(zZ)) < z2 then cl(zZ) is a 
jump discontinuity of c2, or alternatively, c, is constant on the interval 
[c2(ci(zZ)), z&. Similar remarks apply if c,(cZ(zl)) < zl. 
DEFINITION 3.7. Write G for the union of the graphs of c, and c2. Then 
G is a set of separation. In the representation of Lemma 3.5 the function F; ’ 
is only defined for I E H; . 
The nature of points of G is not well described by undirectional limits of 
the function F. For example, suppose c = (c,, c2) E G. Then because F is 
monotonic decreasing Fc, _ ,CZ- > Fc,- ,el > Fc,,c, = 0, and the probability that 
T=c is 
However, we could have FC,-,C2 = 0 and Fc,,c,- = 0, but P{ T= c} > 0. 
Conversely, we could have FC,-,C2 > 0 and Fc,,c,- > 0 but P{ T = c} = 0. The 
behaviour of martingales M, as z crosses G does not appear to exhibit any 
significant properties. For example, in general the martingales M, are not 
almost surely left continuous at points of G as in the one parameter case [6]. 
For suppose P{ T = c) > 0 and o E {T = c}, then Mc,,c,(w) = H(c), but 
M cl-,&4 =F,‘,,,-(H(c)(F,,-,,I- -Fc,.c,- -Fc,-,cJ 
+W(c,, TJ I Tz > cl +WV,, CA I T, > c,l)- 
Therefore, M C,rC2W = W-,CZ-W only ifF(C1.C2- =Fc,-,c, = 0. 
4. OPTIONAL AND PREDICTABLE PROJECTIONS 
The results of this section are dual to those of Section 3 of Mazziotto and 
Szpirglas [9]. We define the optional and predictable projections of 
processes defined on the probability space associated with the single jump 
process, when it is given the filtration (6) = {;Ts} of Section 3. 
The notation of Definition 3.2 will be used. A stochastic process is said to 
be measurable if it is measurable with respect to the product measure 
KX5?onRX [O,co]‘. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Suppose X, = X(T, z) is a bounded measurable process 
on (Q,Y, ,u). Then the optional (resp. predictable) projection of X is the 
process 
X,0 = X(T, z) Z(z + T) + F; ‘Z(z & T) E[X(T, z) Z(z < T)] 
(resp. X,P =X(T, z)Z(z 6 T) + F;?Z(z < T) E[X(T, z)Z(z < T)]). 
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It is immediate from the above definition and Lemma 3.3 that if X is 
already optional (resp. predictable), then it coincides with its optional (resp. 
predictable) projection. Furthermore, the projection operation is linear, 
monotone, and continuous. 
DEFINITION 4.2. A two parameter process A,, z E [0, ao]‘, is said to be 
increasing if, whenever s < t, 
and A,, = 0. In [8, 111 it is shown that if A is an increasing integrable 
process on (Q x [0, co] ST x S’), which is right continuous, has left limits, 
and is zero on the axes, then there is an associated Doleans measure MA 
defined by 
MA(X)=E J 
[ 
x,dA, 
IO,~l’ 1 
= (.%A), 
for all bounded measurable processes X. 
MA is null on evanescent sets, and the correspondence between A and MA 
is a bijection. In fact the filtration does not enter into the definition of MA so 
the proof is similar to the one parameter case. 
THEOREM 4.3. For any increasing right continuous process A which has 
left limits there is a unique increasing optional process ‘A (resp. increasing 
predictable process *A) such that for all bounded measurable processes X 
(X’,A)= (X, ‘A) 
(resp. (Xp, A) = (X, *A)). 
DEFINITION 4.4. ‘A is called the dual optional projection and *A is 
called the dual predictable projection. 
Proof. Consider just the predictable case; the optional case is proved 
similarly. 
Because the predictable projection is linear, monotone, and continuous the 
set function ,u defined by 
P(X) = (A, X*>, 
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is a measure on (~2 x [0, co]‘, Y x 9) which is null on evanescent sets. 
There is, therefore, a unique increasing integrable process pA such that 
To show that pA is predictable we must show that it is adapted to the 
filtration {;7;- }. That is, if M, is any bounded martingale, we must show 
that, for each z E [0, co]*, 
E[(M, -M,-) + pA,] = 0. 
However, E[II~,~A~] = (M,I(Rz), pA), where R, = [0, z], and Z(R,) is just a 
deterministic indicator function in the “time” variable. 
Therefore, 
P,W,))P = PaJp WA 
= n;ir(R ,) 
where 
Ii?, = M,(T) Z(s jz T) $ zyZ(S < T)zqM,(T) Z(s < T)] U.S. 
=M,-. 
Define the process N’ by 
N; = M,-Z(s E R,), s E [O, 0312. 
Then 
and 
(N’Z(R ,))p = GZ(R ,) 
Wf,P41 = (~WC>J) 
= (WZ(R,), pA) 
= E[M,-PA]. 
Consequently, pA is predictable. 
THEOREM 4.5. Consider a bounded measurable process X. Then for 
every increasing, integrable, optional (resp. predictable) process A 
@“,A) = @,A) 
(rev. (Xp, A) = (X, A >), 
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and A is indistinguishable from its dual optional (resp. predictable) 
projection. 
Proof. Similarly to Lemma 3.3, because of the simple structure of the u- 
fields if A is an increasing, integrable, optional (resp. predictable) process 
there is a positive kernel H on (a x Q, X0 x ;T) and a positive measure h 
on (QST”) such that 
A,=&‘-, [T,zl)Z(z+ T)+ jRzZ(x@ T)Wx) 
(resp. A, = H(T, IT, z]) Z(z 6 T) + 1 Z(x < T) h(dx). 
R: 
Let us consider the optional case. Then for a bounded measurable process 
(X,A)=E j X,Z(z 4 T)dA, +J EX;Z(z Q T) h(dz). 
IO,m12 IO,col~ 
However, from Definition 4.1 
XJ(z + T> = XY(z + r> 
and 
Therefore, 
E[X,Z(z < T)] Z(z << T) =F,X;z(z + T). 
@,A) = (X0,4, 
and, by definition, this is also equal to (X, ‘A). 
Consequently, by uniqueness, if A is optional A = ‘A. The case of predic- 
table A is proved similarly. 
THEOREM 4.6. Suppose A is an increasing, integrable, optional (resp. 
predictable) process. Then, for any bounded measurable process X, X” (resp. 
Xp), is the unique optional (resp. predictable) process such that (X, A) = 
(X0, A) (resp. (X, A) = (Xp, A)). 
ProoJ The section theorem (see (71) does not involve the filtration. The 
proof of this result for our filtration is similar to the one parameter case, and 
to that given in Proposition 6 of [9] ; it is, therefore, omitted. 
LEMMA 4.7. Zf A is an increasing, integrable, optional process then pA is 
the unique increasing predictable process such that A - PA is a weak 
martingale. 
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Proof. By construction the Doleans measure associated with A -PA 
does not charge the predictable a-field, so this result follows from 
Proposition 6 of [9], and [ 111. 
5. MARTINGALES 
From Lemma 3.5 we see that if M, is a uniformly integrable centred z 
martingale then 
A4, = H(T) Z(z + T) - h(z) Z(z < T), 
where H E L ‘(a, R) and lim M, = H, both almost surely and in L ‘. Note 
that here 
h(z) = F; ‘E [ H(T) I(z + T)] if FZ > 0, 
and 
h(z) = 0 if FZ = 0. 
In this section we shall consider centred martingales, so that 
wfsl= 1 H(u, u) F(du, dv) = 0. 
- 10.m2~ 
The random jump time will be written T = (T, , T,), and the general point of 
[0, co] * will be written as (s, t), or (u, 0). 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose k(u, v) is a bounded, Bore1 measurable function 
on 10, co]‘. Then 
M:.,(k) = V,, Z-2) Z(s > T, or t > T,) 
-I I;;! ,t,- k(u, v) F(du, do) 10,T*AslX10.T~Atl 
is a weak << martingale. 
Proof. First note that the domain of integration is, in fact, 
H, n (10, T, A s] X 10, T, A tl). 
Furthermore, if c = (cl, c,) E G then either F,,- ,C2- = 0 and P( T = c) = 0, or 
F c,-,c2~ > 0. In both cases arguments similar to the one parameter situation 
ensure that M” is almost surely well defined. 
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If X is any two parameter process and (s’, t’) > (s, t) write 
m(s, f>, 6’3 0) =x,,, + x3,,,, -x&v - xs,,,* 
We must show that 
JqdMO((s, t), (8’3 ?‘>I I sTs,ll = 0. 
Write A for the rectangle ](s, t), (s’, t’)] 
p,,,(k) = W, , TJ Z(s 2 T, or t 2 TX), 
and 
Then 
and 
b-V)((s> 0, (~‘3 t’>) = jA n(ls T,l x ,f r,l) k(u, ~1 F;? ,,-Vu, du). 
Therefore, 
= 1 E[I(u < T, and o < T,) 1 Km11 k(u, u) F;!,u- F(du, du) 
A 
= Z(T, > s and T, > t) Fs;: j F,-,,_ k(u, v) FL!+,- F(du, du) 
A 
= Wdk)((s, f>, 6’3 0) I K,tl. 
Therefore, 
qdM”((s, q, (8’3 0) I K.11 = 0, 
and M” is a weak martingale. 
Remark 5.2. p’(k) is K-predictable, so from Lemma 4.7 it is the dual 
predictable projection of p(k). 
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THEOREM 5.3. Suppose f(t; u, v) and s(s; u, v) are bounded Bore1 
measurable functions on [0, co I’. Then for each t 
M,‘,,(f) =f(t; T,, T2) Z(s 2 T, or t 2 T2) 
=Z(T, > t)i &I! ,tf(t, u, v) F(du, dv) 
10,Tl~lXlf.~l 
is a martingale in s for the jUtration &,r, and for each s 
M:.,($) =f(s; T,, T2) Z(s > T, or t > T2) 
- Z(T, > s> 1 F,;-3(s; u, v) F(du, dv) 
ls.mlX)O,T2Atl 
is a martingale in t for the filtration K,,. 
Proof: As in the one parameter case [6], the right hand side of M’ is 
defined almost surely with respect to the measure dF.,,, and the right hand 
side of M2 is defined almost surely with respect to the measure dF,,. . 
Consider just the case of M’ and two points (s, t), (s’, t) with s’ > s. Then 
we must show that 
Write B for the rectangle [s, s’] X It, a~], 
p,,,(f) =f (t; T,, T2) Z(s > T, or t > T2) 
and 
&Jf)=Z(T, > t)l,o r hrlx,t m,F;:.,f(t~u~v)F(du~dv). 
3 1 
Then 
and 
E[P,,,,(f) -Ps,Af) I*,11 
= Z(T, > s and T, > t) FS;: j f (t; u, v) F(du, dv) 
B 
E[ZG,,(f) -L(f) I -%,,I 
= I E[Z(T, 2 u and T, > t) 1 .&If (t; u, v) F;Y,,F(du, dv) B 
= Z(T, > s and T, > t) FS;: 1 F,-,,f (t; u, v) F;!,,F(du, dv). 
B 
683/16/l-9 
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Notation 5.4. The measure F(du, du) on R factorizes as 
FSJ = jls oo, jll ool F(d% dv) 
1 9 
=p{(u, u) E l-2 : (s, t) 4 (u, v)} 
= I I‘ F(dv 1 u)F(du)=F,-,t- I I F(dv 1s.001 Il,aol lO,Sl 1r,oo1 
= 
I i 
F(dujv)F(du)=I;,,,- i 1 
F(du 
If.001 Is.col 1o,t1 IS.031 
I u> FVu) 
I v> WV) 
where, for example, F(dv 1 u) is the conditional distribution of u given U. 
Consider a centred uniformly integrable martingale, as at the beginning of 
this section, and recall that 
4% 4 = FL: j10 ool j10 ml H(u, v) I(u < s or v Q t) F(du, du). 
Here and below, the domain of integration is really HG n {Is, co] X It, co]}. 
Remarks similar to those at the beginning of Theorem 5.1 ensure the 
integrals are almost surely well defined. 
THEOREM 5.5. 
m t> = WA 4 + j10 sl jl* col F;: ,,(h(u, t) + H(u, v)) F(du, dv) 
, . 
= h(sy O) + l,~,ml j,,,,] Fsy,‘-(h(s, b) + Wa, b)) F(da, db). 
Proof: We shall just prove the first identity. Recall that if A, and B, are 
two one parameter processes, then 
d(A,B,) = B, dA, + A,- dB,. 
Apply this to the processes 
-1 
A,=F,;= 
ij j 
F(dv 1 u) F(du) , 
Is,ml Item1 1 
Bs = ?;o.col ?;o.,, 
I(u Q s or v < t) H(u, V) F(du I u) F(du), 
so that 
h(s, t) = A,B,. 
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Bs=Bo+j,o $1 j,t 001 
H(u, u) F(du I 24) w.4). 
3 9 
Then 
d’(A,B,)=F,:F%,,B,S F(du(u)+F;!,tI’ fWf~)F(do\u) 
1t.ao1 1t.001 
= J, lt ool F,‘,, (h(u, t) + H(u, u)) F(dv I u). 
Therefore, integrating again over IO, s], 
F;! ,t (h(u, t) + H(u, u)) F(du, dv). 
COROLLARY 5.6. As special cases of the above, 
F;? ,. (h(u, 0) + H(u, u)) F(du, du) 
and 
h(03 t) = i,,,,, i o,t, F&(h(O, b) + H(a, b)) F(da, db) 
THEOREM 5.7. 
h(s, t) = h(s, 0) + h(O, t) 
- 
I F&-(h(u, 0) + H(u, v)) F(du, du) lO.Sl x IO.11 
+I I L(u, u; b) F(du, dv) F(da, db) lO,slxlO,tl 10,alxlb,ool I 
+ ii,...,x,t,~~j,..,,x,o,t, 
+i s L’(s, b; u) F(da, db) F(du, dv) , 10,sl x1o,t1 1u.001 XlO.Vl 1 
where L and 1’ are defined below. 
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Proo$ From Theorem 5.5 we have that 
Write 
(I J 
-1 
A; =F;$= F(da I b) F(db) , 
1t.m1 lu,wl 
and 
r(u, t) = A:B:. 
Applying the differentiation rule to the second variable we have 
d’(A;B,*) 
k(u, v; 6) = (h(u, b) + H(u, u)) F,=‘,,F;j ,b- 
and note the first integral above is then 
because J”],,,,] F(du 1 b) = 1. We wish to integrate in b over 0 < b < t and in 
u over 0 < u < s. Note that in the two integrals preceded by minus signs, 
0 < u < b and 0 < a < u, respectively. Interchanging the order of integration 
where necessary, and integrating first with respect to F(du, du) and then with 
respect to F(da, db) 
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Lo $1 iofl lJlb.al 4% u; b) F(du I u)j F(du 1 b)F(db) F(du) 1 [U,oOl I 
= I ulo.,lxlo.fli,o SIXlO001-i, ,,,,,o flJlo SIXlO bl . 3  9 3 
+Lo SIXlO *,I,. SIXlO bl) 
qu, u; b) F(du, du) F(du, db) 
. , 3 , !  
= 
i I 
qu, ?.I; b) F(du, du) F(du, db) 
lO,mlxlO,tl lO,slxlb,ool 
-j]O s]x]O f]i,. slxlb co] 
qu, u; b) F(du, du) F(du, db). 
. 9 3 , 
Writing L’(u, b; u) = (h(u, b) + H(u, b)) I;,:- F;Y,,-, the integral of the 
third term in the derivative d*(Ag*Bz) is handled similarly. Now 
s,o,s] qu, 0) F(du) = h(s, 0) - WA 0) = h(s, 01, so integrating the derivative 
d*(A$B,“) over 10, t] and substituting, we have 
h(s, t) = h(s, 0) + h(0, t) 
- 1 lo,slxlO,t, FL2E- (4~ 0) + H(u, u)) F(du, du) 
+ ~i,,~lxlO,~li,O.~lxlb,~l 
+i I A(u, u; b) F(du, dv) F(du, db) 
lO,slxlO,fl lO,alxlb.ml I 
+ ljlo.~lxlf.~li,..~lxlo.fl 
+i i 
lO.slxlO,~l lu,~lxlO,~l 
A’(u, b; u) F(du, db) F(du, dv) j . 
THEOREM 5.8. Suppose M,,, is a uniformly integrable, centred 
martingale, so that 
MSSt = H(T, , T2) Z(s > T, or t > T,) - h(s, t) Z(T, > s and T, > t) 
us at the beginning of this section. Write 
f (t; u, u) = H(u, II) + h(u, t) Z(v > t). 
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Then 
M,,, = M,‘,,(f) - I(T, > t) h(0, t) U.S. 
Similarly if 
f(s; a, b) = H(a, b) + h(s, b) Ita > ~1, 
M,,f = M:,,(f) - I(T, > s) h(s, 0) a.s. 
Proof We shall consider just the first identity. Then 
M,‘,,(f) =f(C T,, T,) I(s 2 T, or t > T2) 
If, for example, s > T, and T2 > t then 
M,‘,,(f) - h&44 
= H(T,, Z-2) + h(T,, c> 
- 
i lo T 1,f m, F;l,,(W, 0) + W f)) JVu, do) - h&4 f) 71 9 
= W,, T,) = Ms,t, by Theorem 5.6. 
Considering the other locations of (T,, T,) with respect to (s, t), we see that 
MS,1 = M:,,(f) - I(T, > t) h(0, t) a.s. 
THEOREM 5.9. Suppose M,,, is a uniformly integrable, centred 
martingale as above. Then M;,, has an integral representation of the form 
MS,, = I(s 2 T, or t 2 T,)(ff(T,, T,) + h(T, , T,)) 
- 
i P&-(H(u, u) + h(u, v))F(du, dv) 10.TlAslxlO,T2N1 
-I(s>T,ort>T,)h(T,,T,At) 
+.I I 
A’(a, b; u) F(da, db) F(du, dv) 
lO,TlAslX1T2Af,ool lU,cOlX10.T2Atl 
- I(s > T, or t > T,) h(T, A s, T2) 
+s i 
A(u, v; b) F(du, du) F(da, db) 
l~1~s,col~1’J,TzAtl lO,T~fwlxlb,ml 
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+I I I’@, b; u) F(da, db) F(du, dv) IO,TIAslXlO,T2rVI lu,wlxlo,ul 
+i 1^  
A@, v; b) F(du, dv) F(da, db) 
lO.~,~l~lO,~zAfl lO>alxlb.~l 
- 21(T, > s and T, > t) h(s, t) 
+ h(T, A s, 0) + h(0, T, A t). 
Proof. Remarks similar to those at the beginning of Theorem 5.1 ensure 
the integrals are defined almost everywhere. 
The identity of the two sides is established by considering the different 
relative positions of (T,, T,) and (s, t) and using Theorem 5.7. 
6. AN APPLICATION 
Consider a system involving two, possibly non-independent components A 
and B. The two components are used over different periods of time which are 
measured with respect to each component, that is, time 1, measures the 
amount of time A has been used and t, the amount of time B has been used. 
Such a situation provides a natural two-parameter model. 
Let T, denote the failure time of A and T, that of B. Then the two 
parameter filtrations considered in previous papers correspond to the 
following situations. 
In previous papers [ 1, 2, 31 of the present authors, the failure times T, and 
T, are both observed. Consequently, Ti generates a filtration 
FPi = u{I,i>T,; si < li}, i= 1,2, 
on its factor of Q = [0, co]‘, and the information available up to “time” 
(tl, f2) E R is Fj’,,t2 = .Fy, XX::. (The “O” denotes the filtration is possibly 
not yet completed with null sets.) 
In the paper [9] of Mazziotto and Szpirglas the only information available 
is whether both T, and T, have occurred. That is, say, the system breaks 
down when both A and B fail, but until this happens one is unaware that 
anything is wrong. Consequently, in [ 91, for (ti , t2) E R 
2qf, = a{I I ‘S <t s <t 1. S,>T, S&T*’ 11 1, 2 1 2 
In the present paper the situation considered corresponds to the 
occurrence of both T, and T, being observed, but the system breaks down 
when either A or B fails. That is, in this paper, for (ti, t2) E R 
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In the book of Barlow and Proschan [5], the following bivariate 
exponential distribution is considered. 
Suppose a shock from source 1 destroys component A. It occurs at a 
random time U, where P[U, > t] = e-‘l’. A shock from source 2 destroys 
component B. It occurs at a random time U, where P[U, > t] = epa3,*. A 
shock from source 3 destroys both A and B. It occurs at a random time U, 
where P[U, > t] =e- *3t Therefore, the lifetime of component A is . 
T, = U, A U, 
and the lifetime of component B is 
T,=U,AU,. 
The joint survival prohability is 
F t,.t2 = f’[T, > t, 7 T, > &I 
=exp{-l,t,-J,t,-&max(t,, t2)}. 
Calculation shows that 
P[T, > t, I TI = t11 
=e --12t2 if t,>t,, 
= & exp(-&(t, - tr) - A2t21 
( ) 
if t,Qt,, 
1 3 
with a similar expression for P[T, > t, 1 T, = t,]. 
The predictable compensating process of It,> TIlll> TZ is computed in the 
short note [4], where it is shown that F,;i,,,- dFtlll is equal to the sum of a 
measure absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on the 
plane, with Radon-Nikodym derivative 
and a singular measure concentrated on the diagonal t, = t,, with Radon- 
Nikodym derivative 1, with respect to linear Lebesgue measure. Theorem 5.1 
shows the predictable compensating process of Z(tl > T, or t, > T,) has the 
same form for the filtration considered in this paper. 
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